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Introduction
Navigating is something we do in everyday life 
without really thinking about it. We know how to
read a book by looking at a Table of Contents and
page numbers. We know to cross the street when
the light turns green. We know to turn on a light 
by flipping a switch. These tasks are simple because
the “interface” to accomplish them is understood 
by everyone in our culture.

In the case of a book, a traffic light, or a light switch,
the navigation objective is fairly simple. A web 
site’s objective has many more problems to solve.
The fact that a web site does not necessarily present
information in a linear manner is problem number
one. A link on one page might take you to 10 links
that spawn 100 more pages. It is impossible to 
thoroughly index all the pages as you would in a
book, or use a simple on off switch to signal go 
forward or backward, or jump to a new location 
or to stop.

This chapter focuses on the challenges of navigation,
planning for navigation, different types of graphics for 
navigation, and examples of successful and unsuccessful
navigation.

> Purpose

> Planning

> Issues

> Graphics & Indicators

> Good & Bad Practices

> Resources
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The Purpose of Navigation
Your navigation system is the guide that allows your audience
access to your information. Developing a navigation system can
be thought of as creating an educational system for your end
users.You are educating them about how to use your site, and
creating a visual and functional vocabulary that contains words,
pictures and, possibly, sound and motion. Sometimes you want
to communicate that something on your site is a link. Some-
times you want to communicate that something is a final static
destination.This process takes tremendous thought and care.

Planning Your Navigation
The navigation system that you design for your site should
answer the following general questions for your audience:

> Where am I?

> What’s here?

> Where else can I go?

> How do I go forward?

> How do I get back?

More specific navigation challenges come with more specific
tasks. For an ecommerce system, letting your users know how
to order, how to check out, how something will be shipped,
that the site is secure, and what the shipping charges will be are 
all specific navigation challenges.

With a book site like http://www.barnesandnoble.com, for 
example, visitors want to find books.They might want to search
by author, title, subject, bestsellers, reviews, or by impulse.
The navigation for this specific task has to offer alternative 
ways to achieve the same objective. The more versatile the 
navigation, the more successful it will be because it will serve
the greatest variety of users.
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Everyone Wants Something
People come to your site wanting something. They have different needs
and expectations, but they nevertheless want something. If you provide
that “something,” they will want to come back. If you don’t, they won’t.
This is a simplistic summary but, nevertheless, very true.

Since most sites offer more than one “something,” it’s helpful to make a
list of what you think people who come to your site might want.
Depending on the scope of your site, this list will be short or long. Every
web site scenario will be different. Here are some general examples of
what potential visitors might want:

> To find something

> To see something

> To learn about something

> To compare something

> To refer someone to something

> To trade something

> To read what someone else
thinks about something

> To auction something

> To purchase something

> To sell something

> To publish something

> To find someone

> To interact with someone

> To lurk around other people
who interact

Next, you should make a list of what you want. Here are some typical
examples of what you might want.

> To make money

> To share information

> To get feedback

> To get attention

> To teach something

> To communicate 

By assessing what it is that people want and weighing that with what 
you want, you can then go about the business of designing the visual 
hierarchy for your navigation.
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Shutterfly.com has a simple, targeted approach. Its visual hierar-
chy clearly illustrates what the site is about.

Sites, like Kodak.com, that offer a lot of services have a much 
harder time creating a targeted visual hierarchy.

Developing Visual Hierarchy The Importance of Search
All sites do not have search capabilities, and some
sites don’t need them. But if you have much content to
offer at all, there is probably is no greater service than
to provide a search function. Most buttons contend to
send you only to a single destination; however, a
search button is the portal to many potential links.

If I wanted to use Yahoo! to find a bicycle club in
Ventura County, I could choose two different methods
of getting there: clicking on links or using the search
capability. Clicking on links could easily take forever.
Scanning the front page, my eyes quickly dart over
hundreds of different words and links. Let’s see…
What category is it? Health > Fitness? 

Once I’ve clicked on Fitness at http://www.yahoo.com, I am present-
ed with fitness categories, but none of them says biking. Maybe it
would be under Physical Education? Or Aerobics? I’m already
stumped and thinking I’d better use my Back button.

What person in his or her right mind wouldn’t 
use Search at this point instead? If you have a site with
any depth at all, make sure your Search button is
prominent and easy to find. To learn about adding
search functionality to your site, read Chapter 26,
“Adding Programming Features.”

You have the power to draw in your visitors and guide
them with your design. If you give everything equal
importance, you make no assumptions about what
your audience wants or what you want them to
accomplish. Sometimes this is a positive approach, but
most often it is not.

As the site designer, you have a lot of control over
how people interact with your site.You can and should
make certain aspects much more prominent than oth-
ers. Visual hierarchy can be established using visual
design techniques such as color, shape, size, trans-
parency, typography, and composition.
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At http://www.software.internet.com, the categories on the left are the navigation to the main categories. As you drill in,
however, you lose all contact with the main categories of the site.This page is a great candidate for persistent navigation.

Persistent Navigation
Some navigation is page-specific, and some is persistent throughout the entire web site. The page-
specific navigation is something that will change depending on the context of the page. In a store, the
navigation choices might have to do with shipping, privacy, security, and schedule. In a product section,
the navigation choices might have something to do with pictures, information, reviews, price, etc.

There are certain aspects of the site that people might want to get to from any page. Typically, these
navigation choices include the major categories of your site (i.e. store and products) as well as contact
information. Without persistent navigation on your site, you create dead-ends. Some visitors might
come to your site via a referral link and enter through a side or back door. If this happens, they won’t
know what else you offer unless you provide persistent links on that page.
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This software site (http://www.zones.com) takes a different approach. It keeps navigation
persistent on every page. On which site do you think it is easier to find your way around?
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Issues Related to Navigation
Navigation is not an island unto itself. You cannot develop suc-
cessful navigation without addressing the following related issues.

Planning: You would develop a different navigation system for a
children’s site than you would for a commerce or information site.
You shouldn’t begin to develop the navigation graphics or look and
feel for a project until you have come up with a profile for your
audience.You will find information about developing a strategy in
Chapter 4, “Establishing Goals.”

Architecture: You wouldn’t build a house without plans, and 
you can’t build a web site without them either. Setting up the
architecture beforehand lets you know what kind of navigation
components you’ll need to design. For more information, read
Chapter 6, “Information Architecture.”

Comps: Developing a “look and feel” for your navigation requires
that you first prototype how the artwork is going to look. For
more information on this process, read Chapter 5, “Comping &
Prototyping.”

Accessibility: Every web site should have a plan for making it
accessible to as many people as possible. Read more about this
essential practice in Chapter 8, “Accessibility Issues.”

Usability: After you’ve designed the site navigation, you’ll need to
test it to see how successfully it meets your goals. Learn more
about this in Chapter 27, “Usability.”
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A breadcrumb shows the path to and from the page you are 
currently on.

A rollover made with CSS can change color on rollover, and the
underline for a link can be programmed to be on or off. This kind 
of rollover still has the advantage of being searchable by a search
engine because it is in ASCII text.

An imagemap is a single graphic that contains multiple links. It is 
a good way to have multiple links represented with graphics, but
without downloading a lot of pictures inside complicated table
structures.

Dropdown menus are a great navigation device because they 
don’t take up a lot of room, yet can contain a lot of contextual
information. For those people who don’t need to see the extra info,
they don’t have to; and for those who do, it’s a beautiful thing.
Dropdown menus are created many different ways: in Flash, using
DHTML, or with JavaScript. They are usually quite complex to 
program but very handy and useful!

Dropdown Menu

Imagemap

CSS Rollover

Breadcrumb

Navigation Graphics & Indicators

HTML or XHTML Link

An HTML link typically has an underline.The advantage of an HTML
link over an image-based link is that it can be indexed by search
engines and it’s accessible to visually impaired users with a screen
reader.You can make images and imagemaps accessible with a little
know-how, which you’ll learn in Chapter 8, “Accessibility Issues.”     

The National Academies (http://www.nationalacadamies.org) site-
map shows a flowchart of the entire site and is a good alternative
navigation system. Often, users will discover a part of the site they
did not know existed by looking at a map of the entire site.

Sitemap

This section offers a library of common styles of navigation graphics and systems for describing navigation.
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Persistent navigation is usually created entirely in XHTML, HTML,
or CSS and is located at the bottom of every web page. The advan-
tage to using persistent navigation is that users who enter your site
via a back or side door (through a referral link, for example) still see
the scope of what it offers. Persistent navigation should be used in
conjunction with other, easier to find and use, navigation methods.

Rollovers indicate that something is a link much more clearly than
static graphics do.

Graphic RolloversPersistent Navigation

Remote Rollovers

A remote rollover, like the one at http://www.altoids.com, means
that when you roll over one part of the screen, another part of the
screen updates. Like a dropdown menu, this saves space because the
new image is only shown in context of its rollover. You don’t have
to leave the page to see or obtain new information. This kind of
rollover can be accomplished with JavaScript, CSS, or Flash.

Simple form menus work as well as elaborately designed menus
with graphics. At http://www.artcenter.edu, Art Center makes
extensive use of forms-based navigation and still manages to look
very highly designed.

The Art Center site (http://www.artcenter.edu) uses frames to
show wide graphics of their student gallery.This is an unconventional
use of frames, yet it succeeds to show the gallery space in a much 
more compelling manner than with smaller, individual images.

Forms Navigation

Frames
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The interface for Design For Life (http://ndm.si.edu/dfl) uses a frameset at the bottom for its navigation and in
the central area for its main navigation topics.This is a site that houses an exhibit from the Cooper-Hewitt National
Design Museum in New York. There is a duplication of topics in the text-based bottom navigation and the 
graphics-based main navigation.This has become a common practice, and it offers two different ways to navigate to
the same information. In this example, the designer has given precedence to the graphic links in the center of the
screen over the text-based links at the bottom.As you drill into the site, the text links at the bottom become your
main source of navigation.

This section showcases a variety of common navigation challenges and solutions.

Marking the Spot
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As you drill into the site, you’ll find that there are levels of 
information, and the layout reflects the levels. When you drill in to
look at a category, there is a horizontal band across the page.
Drilling in deeper shows a vertical band and more focused layout.

The Cooper-Hewitt National Design museum uses a frameset
for its navigation. This allows you to click on a link at the bottom 
of the screen, and then the top of the screen switches to that 
location. The site marks each section clearly with a beautiful 
graphic treatment showing clearly where you are. In addition to
using word markers to identify each section, the site brands each
area with a different color.
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As you click through other sections, you’ll see that the same treat-
ment has been used consistently throughout the site.

Through the use of type, color branding, and layout, this design gives
the visitor lots of consistent clues about navigation.
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Navigation Level

Target’s site (http://www.target.com) offers four alternative ways
to navigate through the site.The persistent navigation on top takes
visitors to areas that are commonly referenced, yet not central to
the store experience. The search box allows shoppers to go to a
specific product or area of interest. The shopping navigation at the
left takes visitors to departments within the store. The impulse
shopping links take visitors to a specific product.

Once you’ve clicked on a department (this is showing Bed and
Bath), the navigation changes subtly, yet dramatically. Where the
department navigation area was before is now replaced by a text-
based navigation to the specific areas within a department.To return
to the department list, you would use the form-based menu called
More Departments. While this might seem like it lacks consistency,
it works.Visitors were taught on the first page where to look on the
screen for key navigation decisions. As the decision choices change,
their location does not, which allows the site design to respond
contextually to what the customer is trying to accomplish.

Clicking on a specific section of Bed and Bath (Bath), the navigation
bar still offers excellent feedback support that tells you where 
you are, where you’ve been, and how to get to other departments.
Now, fewer products are shown, allowing you to click on one that
interests you.

As you get to a specific area, the focus becomes extremely narrow,
allowing you to examine that one product more closely.
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Next Buttons

The use of a Next button is common on the Web. The problem with a Next button is 
that it doesn’t tell you how many pages are yet to come. This page is from http://www
cbs.com/primetime/survivor3. It’s more informative to put numbers on the page, such as
this, or 1 of 5, to let the visitor know how many pages there are in all.The Next butto does
not achieve this.
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After clicking on the Accessories link, the context-sensitive navigation
for that area appears on the left.There is a consistent approach, even
though the front page was different from the interior pages.

Consistency Matters

Restoration Hardware (http://www.restorationhardware.com) has a different navigation
approach on its front page than it does on its interior pages.

After clicking on the Hardware link, the left-side navigation becomes
context-sensitive to that category. All of the links that were found
on the front page are suddenly at the top of this interior page.

As you develop your navigation, it’s important that you create a 
consistent visual vocabulary. Many sites break this rule on the front 
page, which serves as an introductory entry into the site, but then keep 
things consistent throughout.
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The Pottery Barn site (http://www.potterybarn.com), owned by
the same parent company, takes a front page approach similar to
Restoration Hardware. Like the cover of a catalog, this page has a
catchy image and lists all the categories for the site.

Unfortunately, once you click on an interior page, there is no way to
see all the categories again without going back to the main page.
This approach is called “hub and spokes,” and it requires that the 
visitor return to the hub to find other choices. It is not nearly as
practical or efficient as a “consistent navigation” scheme.

Chase the Button

In the Six Feet Under section of the HBO site (http://www.hbo.
com), they have created an area called “The Wake,” which contains
extra information about the characters from this TV series. The
menu of character names moves in 3D space, and you have to chase
each picture with your cursor in order to click on it. This kind 
of navigation is novel for a moment, but becomes frustrating to the
end user when it becomes hard to access wanted information.
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Splash Screens

When you arrive at the Benetton Paints site (http://www.
benettonpaints.com), the front page animates and plays music.
There is no need for a “Skip Intro” button, however, because even
as the animation builds and loops, the navigation is always present.

This wonderful site (http://www.iconologic.com/ff2002/neocon) has
a loading screen before it can play.The man sitting in the chair keeps
raising his arm to look at his watch, and the animation loops until
the site loads. Consider putting navigation or useful information on
your load screens as an alternative to requiring that your visitors
wait at your door with nothing to do. Or, at the very least, add 
a “Skip Intro” button that will allow people to go to the site or a
navigation page more quickly.
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While the icons on the Yahoo! site aren’t nearly as stylish or beautiful as the thumbnails on the Celebrity Cruises
site, you don’t have to wonder what they mean.

I knew that these were rollovers (big assumption!), by moving my mouse over these thumbnails I would see that
they represented different cruise destinations. Vince Flanders, in his funny book Web Pages That Suck, coins a 
term that applies to these buttons: “Mystery Meat Buttons.” If you don’t know what a button means until you 
mouse over or click on it, it is a mystery meat button.While the site designer’s intent was surely to create a beau-
tiful presentation, the assumption that the visitor would know that these were icons or buttons is a big leap of faith.

With the introduction of graphical user interfaces, icons and thumbnail pictures became popular in interface design.
A lot of people have the preconception that an icon makes a program more friendly and easy to use. I actually don’t
agree with this. I think that icons should never be used as a substitute for text-based navigation. It takes a long time
to establish a visual vocabulary that is understood by all people.This set of visual links was found on the front page 
of the Celebrity Cruises site (http://www.celebritycruises.com).

To Icon or Not
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Navigation Resources
To learn more about navigation, check out the following books
and web articles:

Web Navigation, Designing the User Experience
Jennifer Flemming
O’Reilly
ISBN: 1565923510

Web Pages That Suck
Vincent Flanders
Sybex
ISBN: 0782140203

Design of Everyday Things
Donald A. Norman
Doubleday
ISBN: 0385267746

Envisioning Information
Edward Tufte
Graphics Press
ISBN: 0961392118

Web Menus with Beauty and Brains
Wendy Peck
John Wiley & Sons
ISBN: 0764536435

Web Navigation – Knowing Where You Are
http://www.emdash.com/webapps_new/nav.htm

Bad Human Factors Designs
http://www.baddesigns.com/

Where Am I? Navigation and Interface
http://www.webreference.com/authoring/design/talent/chap3/1/4.html

Designing for Navigation
http://www.wdvl.com/WebRef/Navigation/Design.html
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Summary
Navigation is a tricky craft that needs to be care-
fully planned and executed. Here are some key
points that this chapter covers:

> A navigation system needs to provide a visual
and functional vocabulary that teaches visitors
how to use your site.

> Avoid mystery meat buttons and icons that
don’t have text references.

> Use persistent navigation on all pages so 
visitors can always get to other locations 
and see the scope of your site.

> Offer alternative methods to reaching a goal.
Not all visitors come to your site wanting 
the same thing.

> The hierarchy of your site design should 
support navigation goals.
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